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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Project bundling is a process by which a single contract award is used to deliver multiple preservation, rehabilitation, or replacement projects. 
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Disclaimer
“This Advanced Project Bundling: A Reference for Getting Started 
presentation was created and is being co-presented by the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) and Applied Research Associates, Inc. 
(ARA).
The views and opinions expressed in this presentation are the 
presenters’ and do not necessarily reflect those of FHWA or U.S.DOT. 
The contents do not necessarily reflect the official policy of the 
Department of Transportation.
The contents of this presentation do not have the force and effect of 
law and are not meant to bind the public in any way.
This presentation is intended only to provide clarity regarding existing 
requirements under the law or agency policies.”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This Project Bundling Quick Start Reference presentation is not intended to become official FHWA policy or guidance. Its purpose is to augment the Bridge Bundling Guidebook without duplication and to act as a quick and concise reference for PB success, especially for agencies getting started.”
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What is the ADVANCED PROJECT BUNDLING:
A Reference for Getting Started?
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• Supports the FHWA EDC-5 Project 
Bundling initiative.

• Supplements the FHWA Bridge Bundling 
Guidebook.

• Provides additional information on
• creating bundles
• bundling process

Source: FHWA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Advanced project bundling is done strategically and systematically and often aims to accomplish an agency’s program-level objectives, such as reducing the number of poor bridges or better accomplishing pavement management. Benefits include faster delivery of transportation benefits, while saving time, money, and overall effort through leveraging economies of scale. This document provides information for State departments of transportation, local public agencies, and Tribal Nations to consider advanced project bundling for all funding sources. Topics covered include why advanced project bundling should be considered; advanced project bundling practices; organizational self-assessment; getting started with planning, budgeting, and funding; and creating agency business rules, processes, and procedures for consistently selecting effectively bundled projects. The document includes case studies, tools for agencies, and checklists.
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Organization
Chapter 1. The Basis for Advanced Project Bundling
Chapter 2. Advanced Project Bundling Practices
Chapter 3. Initial Implementation Steps
Chapter 4. Getting Started: Planning and Funding
Chapter 5. Process & Procedures for Selecting Bundled Projects
Chapter 6. Final Steps for Most Effective Bundling
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The document is organized into six (6) chapters shown on this slide.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Case Studies
Appendix B. Project Groupings by Type in STIP 
Appendix C. Organizational Self-Assessment
Appendix D. Project Bundling Policy and Process Checklist
Appendix E. Project Bundling Risk Management
Appendix F. Additional Resources – Database
Appendix G. INDOT Project Bundling Business Rules (Draft)
Appendix H. Summary Presentation
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In addition, the document includes several appendices shown here with additional supporting information related to project bundling.
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Development
• Internal FHWA Project Bundling Implementation Team (PBIT)

• 18 offices represented

• External Project Bundling Technical Work Group (TWG)
• 14 State DOT’s
• 6 LPA’s
• 2 Tribal Nations
• 5 Academia
• 2 Contractors
• 2 Consultants 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Federal Highway Administration would like to express appreciation to the members of the Project Bundling Technical Work Group and acknowledges this Advanced Project Bundling reference guide would not be possible without their input and guidance.The FHWA would also like to acknowledge the following agencies and associations for providing the project bundling case study information used throughout this guide:Delaware Department of TransportationIndiana Department of TransportationIowa Department of TransportationKentucky Transportation CabinetNew York State Department of TransportationCity of Oakwood, GeorgiaScenic Hudson, Inc.
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Chapter 1. The Basis for Advanced Project Bundling

Why Bundle?
Capitalize on Economies of Scale
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Saves
Cost!

Saves
Time!

Saves
Resources!

Source: FHWA Source: FHWASource: FHWA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why Bundle? Can streamline environmental analysis & permits, design, contracting, and construction; allows agencies to capitalize on economies of scale to increase efficiency; and supports greater collaboration during project delivery and construction.Reduced Cost. Bundling projects with shared features leverages design expertise and achieves economies of scale.Expedited Project Delivery. Project bundling delivers strategic program solutions by streamlining various project delivery requirements such as environmental agreements and standardized designs.Contracting Efficiency. Using a single contract award for several similar projects streamlines design and construction and saves procurement time.----------Project bundling is a procurement process where a single contract is used for the rehabilitation or replacement of multiple projects. Bundled contracts may also include the design and ongoing maintenance of those facilities. Bundled contracts may be used a single county, metropolitan region or state and they may also be tiered to allow a combination of different types of work. Bundling strategies achieve economies of scale and builds momentum to remediate critical facilities that are often in deficient condition.Project bundling enables project sponsors to address large numbers of projects with similar needs using standard and cost effective rehabilitation and replacement strategies. The resulting economies of scale increase efficiency and creates the potential for cost and time savings. Larger bundled contracts may also attract private investors or larger and more experience contractors and help sponsoring agencies reduce project backlogs. States and other project sponsors are using multiple funding sources and financing tools to pay for these larger contracts.Asset bundling may be used with a wide range of projects including roads, traffic signals, fiber optic and broadband networks, travel plazas, alternative fuel stations, and parking facilities. Given the large number of structurally deficient bridges across the country, contracts bundling bridge replacements and repair are increasingly common. These bridges are often smaller, low-volume structures located in rural areas. However, closures or limits on vehicle weights affect travel time, freight movements, and emergency response times adversely. Smaller rural bridges often lend themselves well to bundling because standardized designs can be used 
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Chapter 1. The Basis for Advanced Project Bundling (1 of 3)
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Bridge Bundling “How-to”

Objective

Tools

Outcome

1 Define successful bridge bundling (Chapter 1)

2 Determine goals & objectives (Chapter 2)

3 Identify funding or financing (Chapter 3)

4 Build a coalition & outreach (Chapter 4)

5 Perform risk assessment (Chapter 5)

6 Select bridges (Chapter 6)

7 Select delivery method (Chapter 7)

8
Determine environmental review & preliminary design
considerations (Chapter 8)

9 Bundle & let contract(s) (Chapter 9)

10 Conduct quality assurance, close-out & celebrate! (Chapter 10)

Source: FHWA
Source: FHWA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This figure outlines the 10 steps necessary to implement and deliver a bridge bundle project, recognizing that the steps may be more iterative than sequential.Each step is a chapter. Each chapter describes the objective of that chapter, tools available to help achieve that objective, and expected outcomes.The Guidebook provides reasons why bridges could be bundled and information on how to create a bridge bundle contract; different project and program delivery methods; funding and financing strategies; Title VI and Disadvantaged Business Enterprise program; on-the-job training goals; environmental, right-of-way, and utility considerations; the importance of risk management; the agency’s role; and quality assurance. It also offers advice on making the case for bridge bundling with different stakeholder groups. 
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Chapter 1. The Basis for Advanced Project Bundling (2 of 3)
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Project Bundling 
Methods

By Project

Combine 
individual projects 

on an agency 
program

Program bundles 
as a standard 

business practice 

By Initiative

Use bundling to 
support a current 

initiative
Use bundling to 

justify an initiative

Source: FHWA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are two main methods or processes, First it is individual project or asset based we see this being done in two different ways  - by reviewing your existing program for opportunities to bundle and save! second as you conduct your asset management activities and identifying your needs, figuring out how you will meet your performance goals – you identify project locations by similar work types and program them as bundles project to take advantage of bundling efficienciesSecond method we see is by a major program or a special initiative; in this method there are also two different ways… - first, bundling is used to deliver a special funded program or agency initiative (think ARRA) - or second, bundled is used to justify, or, make the case for an initiative, to secure additional funding.Both methods have their benefits – one benefiting individual projects by combining them together, a more strategic approach; the other approach is to achieve a specific initiative or make the case for one.
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Chapter 1. The Basis for Advanced Project Bundling (3 of 3)

Use Cases
 Traditional/Specialty
 Initiative Based/Incidental
 Last Minute
 Catch-All
 Advanced / Optimized

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Listed here are some Project Bundling categories or use cases.  These are listed here mostly as an acknowledgment of what we have seen across the country.  The descriptive terms noted are not official, they are just terms that we have come with. While we’re recommending advanced or optimized project bundling, all of these categories of bundling can produce successful results.  ------Routine or traditional bundling has the following characteristics:Generally follow informal process or procedure.Uses everyday available transportation funds (in other words –no specially designated program funds).Some examples are: Maintenance/rehabilitation type activities and safety type projects. -------Initiative based or bundling that becomes incidental to an initiative or program.Addresses a special need Incidental to the availability of specially dedicated funds that need to be spend within a short time frameUsually has a start date and an end dateUsually has a cap on the total funds availableExamples: Large numbers of bridges that needed to replaced within a short time frame. Such as the Competitive Highway Bridge Program of which Arizona was the recipient of an award (US 191 Bridge Bundling Project).----------Last Minute Bundling - These are projects that are bundled as a last-minute decision or opportunity:Optionally tied projects available to contractors  Contractor decides to bid a single or bundled project(s)ER projects - task orders to bundle various damaged sitesUses everyday transportation funds or ER fundsExamples: ER projects, Oklahoma and Iowa optional tied projects ------Catch All Bundling:Includes both horizontal and vertical constructionServes as a one-stop shoppingExamples: Agencies with wide needs; May use CM/GC with a touch of JOC -----Advanced or Optimized Bundling:This type of bundling is more strategic and begins early in the planning process Based on recognized best practicesHas well established processes & procedures or business rulesUses everyday transportation fundsExamples: Indiana & City of Oakwood GeorgiaAnd of course, this type of bundling leads to successful results and is what we are promoting in EDC-5. 
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The business case for project bundling
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Results from INDOT’s
bundled contracts study:

Bundled projects saved 
from 8% to 27% 
compared to engineer’s 
estimates.

Program savings enabled 
$20 million in additional 
projects to be 
programmed.

(Qiao, Fricker, & Labi, 2018)

A comprehensive study completed by 
INDOT found -
 Economies of scale resulted in a reduction in unit

costs as project size increased.

 Bundling resulted in a reduction in per project cost in
bridge and road projects.

 Competition was maximized when two to four
related projects were included in the bundle.

 Maintenance of traffic costs were reduced on
bundled projects of all types, with roadway projects
experiencing the most benefit in this area.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The goal of the EDC-5 project bundling initiative was to help make bundling a routine agency business process. Ideally, agencies would have rules for assessing projects for potential benefit by bundled delivery. Then, when the decision to bundle is made, repackage or program the individual projects into optimally sized bundled contracts.Case studies provided in the BBG and in this document in Appendix A demonstrate the benefits of advanced project bundling and validate the business case for its implementation. Project bundling can be an essential tool in an agency’s project delivery toolbox. Bundling provides an approach for delivery of transportation improvements to accomplish program and performance goals faster, more effectively, and strategically.As noted on this slide, a comprehensive study completed by the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) in 2018 found the benefits listed.The lesson learned from the INDOT study supports the objective of this document, which is to provide a systematic method for evaluating project bundling on a strategic basis. This document will assist agencies in determining the appropriate number and types of projects that comprise the final bundled contract scope of work.
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Chapter 2. Advanced Project Bundling Practices

Evaluation Factor

Economy of Scale

Economy of Bundling

Economy of Competition

Project Similarity

Bundle Size
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Asset Types Evaluated

Road

Traffic safety

Pipes, culverts

Bridges

RR, utility relocation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Table 1 in the Guide summarizes the major findings for the work types on the factors analyzed in the INDOT study. The following are examples of each asset type shown in the table and listed here on the slide:• Road: new road construction, added travel lanes, rehabilitation, and repair.• Traffic: intelligent transportation systems, signing, traffic signals, lighting.• Small Structure: pipes, culverts.• Bridges: new, replacement, superstructure replacement, deck replacement, widening, deck overlay, thin deck overlay, rehabilitation, and repair.• Utility: railroad work, utility relocation.• Miscellaneous: demolition, channel and ditch work.Key findings for the evaluated factors varied by asset type, but in  general were, Economy of Scale - Unit cost decreases as contract size increases.Economy of Bundling - Unit cost decreases as contract size increasesEconomy of Competition - Unit cost decreases as number of bidders increasesProject Similarity - Project unit cost decreases as similarity increasesBundle Size - Project unit cost decreases as size increasesIt should be noted that for some work types project unit cost decreases as size increases to an optimal point where it reverses.For example, for pavement rehabilitation, pavement markings, guardrail, and pipe lining.-----These findings provide agencies with justification for investing the time and resources to develop a structured, formal, and strategic approach to project bundling strategy. To consistently maximize bundling benefits, an agency can develop bundling policy and processes (or bundling guidance and implementation documents’) that incorporate the practices outlined in Table 2 through Table 7. The process described in Chapter 3 and Appendix D (Project Bundling Policy and Process Checklist) of this document can serve as the starting point for agency development and institutionalization of its bundling policy and process.
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Policy practices
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No. Practice

1 Making the bundling decision early during planning

2 Determining optimum bundle size

3 Limiting bundle by work type

4 Limiting bundle by geographic proximity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Description/BenefitsDeveloping bundles as early as practical accrues economy of scale benefits throughout the project development process.According to the 2018 INDOT study, there is a point at which increasing the size of the bundle decreases the potential benefits.Using a lesser number of similar pay items maximizes economies of scale and achieves a reduction in unit prices.Restricting the geographic distribution of the projects in a bundle reduces the complexity of construction management and allows close coordination of activities such as maintenance of traffic. However, artificially limiting close projects by district or county boundaries may prevent realizing some benefits.
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Stakeholder communication practices

No. Practice

5 Performing industry outreach

6 Performing stakeholder outreach

7 Engaging in local partnering

14

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Description/BenefitsIndustry is concerned that increasing the total contract amount be adding projects to a bundle will decrease the ability of small businesses to compete. Thus, industry outreach regarding to articulate the agency’s rational for bundling has found to be prudent.Bundles increase the impact of a single contract on 3rd party stakeholders. Hence outreach to communicate with impacted stakeholders provides a means to attain a mutual understanding of the scope on the impact and early buy-in.Bundling has been found to be ideal for local public agencies to partner with state Department's of Transportation (DOTs) to deliver projects. 
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Funding and finance practices
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No. Practice
8 Identifying Federal-aid eligible work types 

9 Using innovative financing

10 Using State funding only

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Description/BenefitsKnowing which features of work within projects that are being considered to be included in a bundle in the programming stage not only expedites the bundle composition decision but also provides valuable financing information that may influence the decision itself, such as limiting the package to Federal-aid eligible work types.Bundling allows the agency to maximize the use of all types of available funding. In some cases, this allows the acceleration of the delivery of small projects which would not have been funded by including them as part of a larger bundle.Excluding federal-aid funding reduces the federal approval requirements
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Environmental permit practices

No. Practice

11 Bundling to reduce the number of permit actions

12 Receiving programmatic permits

13 Assigning permitting tasks to industry
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Description/BenefitsIf the bundling decision is made early enough a single permit transaction can be made for all the projects in the bundled contract greatly reducing the transactions costs and time associated with environmental clearance and other permitting actions.Programmatic permits have been received for bundling programs that are both limited by project type and geographic proximity.There are a number of options for transferring some of the permitting activity to the winning contractor. These options range from requiring it to assist in preparation of the permit applications to making it the contractor’s responsibility in design-build (D-B) and public-private-partnership (P3) contracts.
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Utility coordination and ROW practices

No. Practice

14 Negotiating consolidated utility agreements

15 Assigning utility coordination to industry

16 Staging ROW acquisition sequence

17 Using IDIQ to stage ROW, permits, and/or utilities

18 Assigning ROW tasks to industry

17

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Description/BenefitsIn bundles limited by proximity, it may be possible to negotiate a consolidated utility agreement in advance of advertising the bundled project.The construction sequence of work is highly dependent utility coordination. Giving this to the contractor gives it full control of the sequence of work for completing individual projects in the bundle.Phase the sequence of work around right-of-way (ROW) availability with work starting as necessary parcels become available.Indefinite delivery indefinite quantity (IDIQ) allows individual task orders to be released for construction as right-of-way (ROW)/permits/utilities issues are resolved without the pressure of fixed contract start and completion dates.There are a number of options for transferring some of the right-of-way (ROW) activity to the winning contractor. These options range from requiring it to merely identify required parcels to making it the contractor’s responsibility in design-build (D-B) and public-private-partnership (P3) contracts.
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Contracting practices
No. Practice
19 Using ACMs (i.e., something other than traditional D-B-B)

20 Using Alternative Technical Concepts (ATCs)

21 Coordinating construction staging

22 Coordinating Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) plans

23 Applying progressive guaranteed maximum price (GMP)

24 Using open-end contracts (on-call contracts)

25 Using IDIQ contracts
18

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Description/BenefitsAlternative Contracting Methods (ACMs) accrue documented benefits associated with accelerating schedule and enhancing constructability on bundled projects. They also permit the shift of certain risks to industry.Alternative Technical Concepts (ATCs) allow industry input to the final design during procurement as well as an opportunity to review potential innovations before contract award on bundled projects.Since bundled projects are composed of a series of projects it is important to coordinate the construction sequence and mobilization as part of the contract.Since bundled projects are composed of a series of projects it is important to coordinate the Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) through the area in which construction will occurProgressive guaranteed maximum prices (GMPs) allows the construction cost for each project in the bundle to be determined as its individual design is completed and reduces the need for contingencies.Since bundles are composed of individual projects it makes sense to award an open-ended contract that permits the agency to add projects to the awarded bundle as additional funding becomes available.Use indefinite delivery indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contracting for emergency contracts. IDIQ delivery presumes multiple task orders which can easily become the projects in an overall bundle. Thus, active IDIQ contracts become logical vehicles to rapidly respond to emergency requirements without the need for a separate procurement.
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Other Practices to consider

• Standardized design 
• Budget control 
• Preliminary engineering cost 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Standardized design – Repeatable design details and similar designs can reduce overall engineering and construction costs.Budget control – The flexibility to match budget by adding or removing project locations can help avoid delays by including only project locations that are ready for letting.Preliminary engineering cost – Project bundles are not subject to FHWA’s 10-year rule; so, if a State is developing a bundle, then needs to drop project locations (due to budget or other factors), the preliminary engineering costs for those locations would not be subject to it.
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Lessons Learned
• Making the bundling decision early during planning. 
• Determining optimum bundle size.
• Limiting bundle by work type.
• Limiting bundle by geographic proximity.
• Performing stakeholder outreach.
• Engaging in local partnering.
• Assigning utility coordination to industry.
• Using ACMs.
• Coordinating construction staging.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These nine practices are considered most effective because they were successfully applied by five or more public agencies. This is not an exhaustive list. Agencies may have additional practices fitting for their individual situations.Establishing policy and processes greatly influences the potential success of bundled projects and an agency’s ability to consistently realize the benefits. Conducting stakeholder outreach and partnering with local entities are effective for creating a robust and programmatic approach that extends the benefits throughout an agency’s transportation system management. Other practices, depending on the ACM, allow contractors to optimize the project’s sequence and to leverage their creativity through early contractor involvement in the design and delivery of bundled projects. It is important to note that there are exceptions to the lessons learned. To illustrate, some local public agencies (LPAs) do not limit the bundles to work type. Rather, they bundle their entire capital improvement programs, based on strategic bundling principles, capitalizing on innovation, risk reduction, and economy of scale.
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Chapter 3. Initial Implementation Steps
3.1 Leadership Vision and Goals for Bundling

3.2 Organizational Self-Assessment Tool 

3.3  Change Management –- First Steps

3.4 Organizational and Workforce Considerations
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This chapter provides information that can help agencies establish a project bundling process or formalize an existing practice by developing guidance documents that incorporate the effective practices identified in the previous chapter. Bundling can reduce the number of transactions required (e.g., procurements, permits, contracts, designs, professional agreements) to deliver the total scope of a capital transportation program, with a commensurate reduction in total program delivery time and cost. However, this benefit is diluted if an agency’s bundling business processes are cluttered with unnecessary oversight and approval steps. Appendix D offers a project bundling policy and process checklist.
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3.1 Leadership Vision and Goals for Bundling
 Agency defines what their project bundling goals and 

objectives are.

 What is the desired end state and what does success of a 
bundling program truly look like? 

 These goals and objectives should be connected or 
aligned with other agency goals

22

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For additional details on goals, see Chapter 1 (Defining Success) and Chapter 2 (Goals and Objectives) of the BBG.
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3.2 Organizational Self-Assessment Tool 
Capability Level Criteria

Level Description EDC definition Definition applied specifically to bundling

1 Not Implementing The agency is not pursuing innovation anywhere and 
is not interested in pursuing innovation Project bundling is not considered.

2 Development Stage
The agency is collecting guidance and best practices, 
building support with partners and stakeholders, and 

developing an implementation process.

No formal policy, process or tools. Ad hoc 
approach to project bundling is applied when 

required.

3 Demonstration 
Stage The agency is testing and piloting the innovation

Basic project bundling process and tools are 
repeatedly used but not standardized. 

Approach varies from project to project.

4 Assessment Stage
The agency is assessing the performance of and 

process for carrying out the innovation and making 
adjustments to prepare for full deployment

Draft organizational standard process for 
developing project bundling strategy is 

documented. Supporting methods, tools, and 
staff training are being assessed.

5 Institutionalized The agency has adopted the innovation as a standard 
process or practice and regularly uses it on projects.

Organizational standard process for developing 
project bundling strategy is documented. 

Supporting methods, tools, and staff training 
are established and documented.

6 Optimized - not applicable -

Lessons learned and best practices are applied 
for continuous improvement. Performance 
metrics have been established to enable 

quantitative feedback.
Source: FHWA
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FHWA created a self-assessment tool (see Appendix C) for agencies to evaluate their current project bundling practices, identify improvement opportunities, and create an action plan for advancing their practices. Figure 4 shows example organizational inputs.. The self-assessment provides the opportunity for an agency to rate its capability (or maturity) on each practice within each project stage and makes an overall assessment of organizational capability. The resulting report provides a list of practices that could be used to improve organizational capability. The definitions in Table 8 are consistent with the FHWA EDC-5 definitions for the first five levels. A sixth level has been added to indicate a maturity level that uses performance metrics and lessons learned to make revisions and achieve continuous improvement.
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Self-Assessment Tool Input
Step 1 - Indicate if each practice is applicable for bundling in your agency (practices 1-4 are

required, for practices 5-25 use pull-down menu to select yes or no if applicable to your
agency).

Step 2 - Select the project stage(s) in which the practice would be applied in your
agency (the checked project stages should be adjusted to meet your agency

practice stage).

Practice #
(Step 1)

Practice (Step 1) Applicable?
(Step 1) Planning

(Step 2)
Programming

(Step 2)

Prelim
Engineering

(Step 2)

Final
Engineering

(Step 2)

Construction
(Step 2)

O&M Stage
(Step 2)

1 Early bundling decision during planning/programming Required

2 Determine optimum bundle size Required

3 Limit bundle by work type Required

4 Limit bundle by geographic proximity Required

5 Outreach - Industry YES

6 Outreach - stakeholders YES

7 Local partnering YES

8 Identify Federal-aid eligible work types YES

9 Use innovative finance YES

10 Use state funding only YES

Source: FHWA
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This image is a screen shot of the tool’s input page showing the first ten practices, with the first four requiring evaluation, and the remainder is for the agency to decide if those practices are applicable.In this example, you can see practice 9 (use innovative finance) does not apply.For each practice that is applicable to the agency, including the first four, you will choose with project development phase that practice applies to – shown here in the last six columns.Once these two steps are completed, the tool will advance you through evaluating your capability for each project phase….Note, in this example, only practices 1, 8 and 10 apply to the Planning phase.
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Capability Assessment Result Review Sheet

Practice # Practice Planning Program Prelim. Eng. Final Eng. Constr. O&M Capability for Each 
Practice

1 Early bundling decision during 
planning/programming 3 1 1

2 Determine optimum bundle size 2 2 2 2

3 Limit bundle by work type 4 4 4 4

4 Limit bundle by geographic proximity 4 4 4

5 Outreach - industry 2 3 2

6 Outreach - stakeholders 2 3 2

7 Local partnering 1 1 1

Source: FHWA
25

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After working through each practice by project phase an overall assessment report is produced.This image shows the resulting input and assessment of existing capabilities report, The practices being utilized by the agencyThe project phase the practice is appliedThe agency’s current capability of that practice in each phaseAnd, an overall capability of that practice.
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Capability Assessment Action Plan Sheet
Practice # Practice Capability 

(from 1 to 5)

Capability Level 
Goal (enter desired 

level)

Action Plan to Raise Capability Level*
(Enters action steps to reach desired level.)

1 Early bundling decision during 
planning/programming 1 4

1. Develop a draft policy & process (business rules) to provide 
guidance on including bundling program development.

2. Coordinate with asset managers for piloting process, refine as 
necessary, adopt.

2 Determine optimum bundle size 2 4
1. Develop a draft policy & process (business rules) for 

determining optimum bundle sizes.
2. Coordinate with asset managers for piloting process, refine as 

necessary, adopt.

3 Limit bundle by work type 4

4 Limit bundle by geographic proximity 4

5 Outreach - industry 2 3 Formalize an outreach plan template for industry input on potential 
bundles projects

6 Outreach - stakeholders 2 3 Formalize an outreach process for internal stakeholders to provide 
input on potential bundles projects.

7 Local partnering 1 3
1. Identify one or more local public agencies to pilot a bundle project 

with. 
2. Local Public Project Group educates local agencies on benefits of 

bundling. Identify pilot project between local agencies.

Source: FHWA
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The tool will also generate a report that lists those practices rated at Levels 1 or 2. The purpose of the report is to stimulate dialogue within the agency regarding the value of institutionalizing the low maturity practices. In the Figure 6 example, the agency rated itself as in the development stage regarding making early bundling decisions. It could then take a critical look at whether its project development process should include a step where all projects are assessed for bundling potential as a matter of routine.
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3.3  Change Management – First Steps
 Appoint a champion

 Initiate a pilot project or program with an objective to
establish published processes.

 Implement training

 Pursue continuous improvement

27

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When deploying any innovation, or process improvement, thinking and acting in terms of change management increases the probability of success. The following list highlights important steps in the change management process related to project bundling:• Appoint a champion. The champion acts as a facilitator. He or she creates a work plan, acts as a single point of contact for assembling the necessary input data, facilitates the issues that must be addressed, and identifies agency stakeholders who should be included in developing the project bundling program or practice. • Initiate a pilot project or program with an objective to establish published processes. Pilot projects provide an opportunity to establish and test project performance metrics and capture lessons learned. • Implement training. The last element of a successful implementation strategy is training. Once the practice or program has become institutionalized, the agency will want to develop training to provide consistency in the application of the newly developed program procedures. • Pursue continuous improvement. Once the bundling practice or program has been implemented, its performance can be measured, and outcomes can be assessed to determine if the practice or program is meeting its expected objectives. Lessons learned from specific bundled projects can be used to fine-tune the agency’s policies and business practices to enhance the performance of future bundled projects.
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3.4 Organizational and Workforce Considerations
 New or modified  business processes 

 New approaches for staffing

 Construction engineering and inspection (CEI) 

 Centrally organized or decentralized managed
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bundling projects offers opportunities to manage employee and consultant resources more effectively, but also requires new business processes and approaches for staffing. This can be either an advantage or a disadvantage. On the one hand, consolidating several projects into a single contract will reduce the number of transactions required to develop and award the contract. If the projects are in the same proximity, it may make the ability to conduct a single permitting action for the bundle or obtain a programmatic permit for a series of bundled projects possible. On the other hand, construction engineering and inspection (CEI) duties may become more frequent and complex as simultaneous projects are being built in different locations. Additionally, the number of review actions for submittals, tests, etc., will increase, creating staffing challenges for design and materials lab personnel. Consultants may be hired to address peak staffing needs. However, consolidating CEI enables more efficient and uniform training of CEI staff and increases the ease of delivering a consistently administered program, versus using numerous CEI firms where each potentially has slightly different administration and inspection standards and/or techniques.A second consideration is whether the agency is centrally organized or decentralized with districts or regions being self-supporting. If project bundle contracts involve multiple districts or regions, project bundling responsibility may reside with the central office, increasing the intensity of required reviews and testing. Decentralized agencies may share responsibilities or defer to one district or region to take the lead; coordination and communication protocols will need to be developed. As a successful practice, centralizing administration proves more efficient in consistently delivering successful bundling programs across regions and districts.
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Chapter 4. Getting Started: Planning and Funding
4.1 Transportation Planning Process

4.2 Transportation Planning with Project Bundling in Mind

4.3 Incorporation of Appropriate Data into the Bundling Strategy

4.4 Business Processes

4.5 Examples of Bundling Opportunities
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This chapter deals with evaluation and selection of projects that would benefit from a bundling approach. Evaluation of projects for bundling should be done early in the transportation planning process. That process includes developing a long-range transportation plan (LRTP) and a STIP. These fit with an agency’s programming and budgeting processes where bundling considerations should begin.Shown on this slide are the 5 topics addressed in this chapter an are described on the following slides.
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4.1 Transportation Planning Process

As a continually evolving document, the STIP1 offers 
opportunities for inclusion of project bundling.

The STIP1 is a programming document that must list the following:
• All projects programmed for Federal funds.
• All regionally significant projects, regardless of funding source.
• State-funded projects, for information purposes.

123 CFR § 450.218
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Federal Government requires completion of a long-range transportation plan (LRTP) and a STIP to use Federal funding. The STIP process offers a valuable opportunity to consider project bundling because it includes many of the same stakeholders that need to be involved in bundling decisions. It also includes the actual decision-making process that results in which projects are funded and advanced through the preliminary engineering, ROW, and construction phases.While the STIP is only required to be updated once every 4 years (23 CFR § 450.218), many States routinely update their document more frequently. As a continually evolving document, the STIP offers opportunities for inclusion of new projects and project bundles.
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4.2 Transportation Planning with Project Bundling in Mind

Benefits -
• Enhanced strategic, long-term outlook.
• Increased cost-effectiveness in use of 
limited resources.
• Reduced traffic disruptions.
• Reduced project delivery delays.
• Improved highway system reliability.
• Increased opportunities for innovations.
• Reduced risk to the owner.

Grouping of projects 
provides flexibility in 
project selection and 
bundling opportunities.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ideally, from a planning perspective, the decision of what projects are suitable for bundling and how to bundle them would occur before those projects are listed in the STIP. Changes to projects already listed are possible through modifications and amendments, but those processes can result in project schedule delays, which could otherwise be avoided by pre-STIP planning with project bundling in mind. Pre-STIP planning expands opportunities to assemble project bundles that result in greater program benefits shown on this list (and not comprehensive).
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4.3 Incorporation of Appropriate Data

Project bundling offers a way to implement LRTP, TAMP, and STIP 
goals and objectives.

Types of data (often available in the TAMP):
• Crash data
• Congestion/delay data
• Service life
• Condition ratings
• Maintenance levels
• Predicted future condition ratings
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Determining which projects offer the best bundling opportunities requires data sources that define the operational conditions of the transportation system. These types of datasets listed on this slide are available across multiple operational business units within each State DOT and are often summarized in their transportation asset management plan (TAMP).Each TAMP includes investment strategies leading to a program of projects that would make progress toward achieving State DOT targets for asset condition and performance of the National Highway System and toward the national goals identified in 23 U.S.C. 150(b). Incorporating the TAMP data and strategies into the project bundling decision-making process is an essential element for success. Alignment of the LRTP, TAMP, and STIP should result in improved coordination between the maintenance, preservation, and capital improvement programs. Project bundling offers a way to implement the goals and objectives of all three.
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4.4 Business Processes
4.4.1 Funding Evaluation

Research shows that bundling can reduce the average per 
project cost, as well as transaction costs for the agency.

4.4.2 Bundle Considerations
Maximizing bundling benefits means carefully selecting 
candidate projects using two primary considerations – work 
type and proximity.

4.4.3 Competition Considerations
Determine availability of qualified, experienced 
contractors.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Project bundling programs should adjust the following business processes to assess whether bundling brings value for a given situation and, if so, what actions should be taken to realize the potential benefits.• Evaluate available funding and determine whether bundling will create additional value for money.• Assess the potential projects for inclusion.• Determine any constraints, such as limiting the total number of projects or value in a bundled contract.• Assess the impact of bundle size on the local construction industry.• Evaluate the agency’s (as well as stakeholders’) vision, goals, and objectives and desired end state for its program.
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Business Rules Table of Contents
Agency Bundling Business Rules

1. Overview
2. Objectives
3. Why Bundle – efficiencies
4. Considerations

A. Geographic reach
B. Corridor based
C. Work Types

a. Bridges
b. Pavement
c. Safety
d. Other – signals, signs, guiderail, 

ADA, and others
5. Determining bundle size
6. Bundle funding considerations
7. Project Delivery methods

Source: FHWA
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is a lot of flexibility for an agency to document their business process or business rules for project bundling.As noted on the previous slide, these rules should at a minimum address funding, bundling considerations for work types and geographic proximity, and contractor competition.A sample Table of Contents is shown on this slide.
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4.4.1 Funding Evaluation - Effects of bundle size on 
project cost for road work types (Qiao, 2019) 
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Source Indiana Department of Transportation, used with permission.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The figure shown on this  slide (Figure 7 in the  document) demonstrates that, depending on project type, bundling can reduce the average per project cost, yet for others the cost increases as the number of projects increases to an inflection point where the trend is reduced. Thus, to evaluate the impact of bundling on available funding, cost models can be developed with which to conduct the analysis. The document from which Figure 7 was drawn provides a methodology for developing those models using multiple regression techniques (Qiao 2019). Assuming the presence of the necessary cost models, the agency can then conduct a series of what-if scenarios and determine the optimum sizes for each bundle that lead to the optimum use of available funding.
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4.4.2. Bundle Considerations

Two primary considerations:

• Work type or asset classes

e.g., bridge, highway, culvert, sign, signal, guardrail, 
pedestrian facilities, etc.

• Proximity

e.g., geographic location and dispersion, corridor
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Maximizing bundling benefits means carefully selecting candidate projects using two primary considerations:1) Work type or asset classes and 2) Proximity Work type and proximity constraints can have a combined impact on the ability of a given bundle to achieve the expected value for money. While a bundle of projects of similar work type and in proximity is typically ideal, it is not always possible, or proximity may not be a constraint. Therefore, one approach is to consider first constraining the bundle by work type, assessing the impact on project costs. Then, taking the same projects, re-bundle them based on proximity and determine which alternative provides the greatest benefit. 
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4.4.3 Competition Considerations
 Contract size: Creating bigger bundles will attract larger contractors 

but reduce competition among smaller contractors.
 Bid alternatives: Developing bundled contracts with bid alternates for 

different-sized bundles provides some flexibility with respect to 
bonding capacity constraints.

 Transaction cost: Increasing the number of projects in a bundle 
decreases agency transaction cost.

 Homogeneity: Keeping bundles homogenous by work type reduces 
the amount of subcontracting and may reduce the price as well as 
increase competition among subcontractors in each trade.

 Series vs parallel: Allowing enough time to construct bundled projects 
in series instead of multiple projects at one time can increase 
competition from smaller contractors with a limited workforce
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once a bundle of projects is selected, the agency should determine availability of qualified, experienced contractors by considering the items listed on this slide using professional judgment.An agency may look at bonding capacity, which is often readily available via the bidders list, to assess the level of potential competition for a specific bundle size. For contract size, it should be noted that some large project bundles rely on many smaller contractors to work on multiple sites simultaneously thus providing small contractor opportunities.
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4.5 Examples of Bundling Opportunities
 8 case studies in the “Advanced Project Bundling: A 

Reference for Getting Started.”
17 case studies in Bridge Bundling Guidebook.
Additional  case studies on FHWA website.

 Statewide programs, bridges, pavement, historic 
preservation, culverts, intersection safety, ADA, guardrail, 
preventative maintenance, State-local projects, local-
local projects.

 All ACMs have been used – D-B-B, CM/GC, PDB, D-B, P3.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The “Advanced Project Bundling: A Reference for Getting Started” document includes 8 case studies, along with other case studies offer examples of flexibility of how agencies have bundled projects as noted on this slide.These case studies also demonstrate project bundling can be successfully used with al project delivery methods.
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Chapter 5. Process & Procedures for Selecting Bundled Projects
5.1 Project Bundling Process

5.1.1 Optimum Bundle Size Tool

5.1.2 Agency Data Requirements

5.1.3 Simplified Determination of 
Optimum Bundle Size

5.1.4 Project Selection

5.1.5 Bundling Decision 
Documentation

Source: FHWA Bridge Bundling Guidebook
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Based on the bundling process described in the Bridge Bundling Guidebook (image on right), this chapter does a deep-dive into step 6 of that process - selecting projects, for all work types, for bundling.This chapter describes a tool for optimizing bundle sizes, discusses data requirements, making and documenting the bundling decision.
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5.1 Project Bundling Process
1. Consider project bundling. 

A. Complete organizational self-
assessment. 

B. List bundling candidate projects. 
2. Determine constraints by work type 

and proximity. 
3. Determine final candidate projects. 
4. Determine optimum bundle size. 
5. Iterate. 
6. Establish project bundling program
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Source: FHWA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The project bundling process typically follows the sequence of steps shown.Step 1 – Consider project bundling. Step 1A – Complete organizational self-assessment of its current bundling business practices to identify practices for improvement .Step 1B – List bundling candidate projects. Step 2 – Determine constraints by work type and proximity. Step 3 – Determine final candidate projects. Step 4 – Determine optimum bundle size. This step can be completed quantitatively in a framework or using agency data and cost models. Step 5 – Iterate. If candidate projects remain, the agency repeats the process as many times as necessary and develops additional bundled contracts until all candidate projects are either assigned to a given bundle or dropped from the analysis.Step 6 – Establish project bundling program – i.e., bundled contract(s) that will result in the agency’s bundling program. 
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5.1.1 Optimum Bundle Size Tool

Can be created using –
 Agency cost models
 Work types
 INDOT algorithm or 

another framework

The Indiana Department of 
Transportation (INDOT) has 
established “business rules” 

and a scoring system for 
evaluating projects to bundle. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An agency-specific optimum bundle size tool can be created with the items listed on this slide.INDOT using their algorithm has documented their optimization process with business rules.
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5.1.2 Agency Data Requirements

Historical data
Use what is available by existing cost models.
Do not need detailed cost estimate for 
potential projects to bundle.

Top-down models
Pareto principle - 80% of cost is found in 20% of 
pay items.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remember the purpose of this process is NOT to create a final cost estimate for the bundled contract but rather to determine the number of projects that will be included in each bundle. 
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5.1.3 Simplified Determination of Optimum Bundle Size

Incremental savings approach, need –
Quantities of work
Estimate unit prices
Extrapolation

Source Indiana Department of Transportation, used with permission.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The reason it is important to do an analysis of optimum bundle size  - the INDOT bundling study showed that the relationship between the number of projects in a bundled contract and the value added through economies of scale is not linear. The simplified approach requires the agency to have the quantities of work and estimated unit prices for each pay item used in the analysis. It also requires that there be a way to extrapolate the unit prices for each item for higher quantities of work
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5.1.4 Project Selection – Screening Criteria 
Geographic Location and Proximity
Road Type, Geometry, Traffic, and Work Zone Control
Project Size
Similar Project Types
Similar Work Types
Similar Risk Profiles
Similar Benefits from Alternative Contracting Methods
Environmental Permitting
Hydrology and Hydraulics
Geotechnical Conditions
Utilities/Third Parties
Right-of-Way
Railroads
Geotechnical Conditions
Utilities/Third Parties
Right-of-Way
Railroads
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This table shows potential screening criteria, and is not comprehensive, but can be used as a model for developing project screening criteria.(Speaker: highlight some of the criteria descriptions below.)------Geographic Location and Proximity - Projects in the same geographic area and proximity can reduce mobilization costs and inspection costs.Road Type, Geometry, Traffic, and Work Zone Control - Similar road types and similar traffic volumes can result in construction efficiencies through similar work zone control setup.Project Size - Bundling projects of similar size results in fewer complications.Similar Project Types - Bundling similar project types results in fewer complications and less need for different designs and construction means and methods.Similar Work Types - Bundle by similar work types: Preservation activities, Rehabilitation activities, Replacements. The projects in the bundle should use the same unit pay items of work as much as possible.Similar Risk Profiles - Including projects with divergent risk profiles will reduce competition and may impact the potential to accrue benefits from bundling.Similar Benefits from Alternative Contracting Methods - Not all projects will benefit from ACM delivery. Thus, bundles that can benefit from early contractor involvement, innovations found in ATCs, eligibility for private funding, etc., are desired.Environmental Permitting - Location-specific studies may be necessary but may allow for a streamlined process if bundled.Hydrology and Hydraulics - Advance analysis results in contracts with less risk to the contractor, resulting in lower cost.Geotechnical Conditions - More advanced work and more data reduce contractor risk, resulting in lower cost.Utilities/Third Parties - Minimizing bundling projects with utilities (or securing utility agreements in advance) will reduce construction risks. Right-of-Way - ROW is often a key consideration. Locations where the work can be completed within the existing ROW will reduce risks.Railroads - Risk typically remains with the agency. If risk is transferred by contract, it may result in additional cost or time delays. Projects involving railroads should generally be avoided if possible.
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5.1.5 Bundling Decision Documentation

Important to capture, 
 the rationale
 quantitative criteria used 

To compare with, 
 actual project performance
 to adjust the cost models and the 

decision process for future 
bundles. 

 assists in capturing lessons 
learned to improve creating  
success stories

Source: https://pixabay.com/users/geralt-9301/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once the final set of bundles is determined, it is important to capture the rationale and any quantitative criteria used to make the final decision. This information will be compared with actual project performance using metrics established for the bundles. The comparison provides a mechanism to adjust the cost models and the decision process for future bundles. It also assists in capturing lessons learned to further improve the agency’s project bundling program. Additionally, it is a tremendous help in creating a success story, which assists in anchoring project bundling in the culture of the agency.
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Chapter 6. Final Steps for Most Effective Bundling (1 of 2)

Conduct risk assessment to help guide -
 Selecting a project delivery method
 Determining environmental review & preliminary 

design considerations
Let contracts
Conduct quality assurance
Complete project close-out
Celebrate your successes!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An initial risk assessment should be conducted, resulting in a risk register (see Appendix E) that should be updated through the life of the project. Risk identification and assessment starts in planning and carries through the life of the project. As risks are addressed or are not realized, they can be retired, making the project’s risk register a living document. The assessment of risk should be made at every major project decision, starting with planning and carrying through programming, the environmental process, the project candidate selection process, and selection of a project delivery method and a procurement method, which are essentially risk allocation decisions. 
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Chapter 6. Final Steps for Most Effective Bundling (2 of 2)
PROCESS STEPS OBJECTIVE TOOLS OUTCOME

Step 7. Select delivery method 
(Chapter 7)

To identify the most appropriate project 
delivery and procurement method.

• Comparison tables of project 
delivery and procurement 
methods. 

• Project Delivery Selection Tool.

Selected project delivery and 
procurement method.

Step 8. Determine 
environmental review & 
preliminary design 
considerations (Chapter 8)

To identify environmental clearance 
and permitting issues and preliminary 
design issues.

• List of potential issues.
• Case studies.
• Noteworthy practices.

Identification of 
environmental and 
preliminary design issues to 
address.

Step 9. Bundle & let contract(s) 
(Chapter 9)

To identify roles and responsibilities for 
contract creation and management.

• Responsibility matrix. 
• Civil rights and Disadvantaged 

Business Enterprise table.
• Sample contract documents.

Project management plan.

Step 10. Conduct quality 
assurance close-out & 
celebrate! (Chapter 10)

To understand the issues to consider 
and options available for quality 
assurance.

• List of items to consider.
• Comparison tables of quality 

assurance options.

Quality assurance plans.

To celebrate the project successes and 
capture lessons learned.

• List of close-out and celebration 
items to consider. 

• Implementation checklist.

Celebration actions. 
Close-out actions. 47

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The BBG chapters (or steps) 7 through 10 provide processes and tools  applicable to all work types for selecting a project delivery method and conducting environmental review and preliminary design, contract management, and construction quality assurance. The objectives, tools, and expected outcomes for these chapters are described in Table 13.To assist agencies in developing an action plan for creating a project bundling policy and process, a simple checklist by project development phase is included in Appendix D. Finally, Appendix F includes information on additional reference material to assist agencies and others in the development of project bundling projects, programs, and initiatives. This database includes resources in five categories: case studies, programs, bundle contracts, reference documents, and research studies.
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Additional Resources
 FHWA EDC-5 Project Bundling Website
 Bridge Bundling Guidebook
 Agency Self-Assessment Tool
 Resource Database
 Case Studies
 On-demand webinars (series of 12)
 LPA online training course
 How-to Briefs
 College/University lecture
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FHWA has produced several other resources to assist agencies with heir project bundling practices as listed on this slide.More information on each can be found on FHWA’s project bundling website.In addition, FHWA offers:Targeted Technical Assistance. Expert technical assistance is available to build an implementable PB program or bundled set of projects.A two-hour Virtual Focus Group and Peer Exchange. This is ideal for an agency wishing to discuss specific aspects of PB or to learn from a lead State.Workshops and Peer Exchanges. These are eight-hour virtual sessions over several days or a day and half in-person events to learn about advanced PB practices and share information.----FOR SPEAKER RFERENCE/BACKGROUND – A Project Bundling website with links to additional resources.The Bridge Bundling Guidebook: An Efficient and Effective Method for Maintaining and Improving Bridge Assets. This guidebook includes a 10-step bundling process, numerous tools for each step, and 17 case studies. A Project Bundling Resource Database. This downloadable database includes case studies, contract examples, program examples, reference documents, and research reports.A Project Bundling Webinar Series. These webinars are available for on-demand viewing on touch on topics such as: examples beyond bridges; key characteristics of lead agencies; how to make the business case; bundling for local public agencies; and overcoming hurdles.Project Bundling Case Studies. These 15 case studies cover a variety of asset types, project delivery methods, owners, and funding and financing methods.An Agency Self-Assessment Tool. This customizable tool evaluates 25 bundling practices to identify areas for improvement Project Bundling How-To Briefs. Four PB how-to briefs are being prepared to provide additional details on creating a State‐local PB program, how to identify projects using an asset management approach, frequently asked questions, and overcoming PB hurdles.A Project Bundling College Lecture. This one-hour interactive class is designed for educational institutions as well as for introducing agency staff to the PB concept.
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Advanced Project Bundling: A Reference for Getting Started 
Appendices

Appendix A. Case Studies
Appendix B. Project Groupings by Type in Transportation 
Improvement Programs
Appendix C. Organizational Self-Assessment
Appendix D. Project Bundling Policy and Process Checklist
Appendix E. Project Bundling Risk Management
Appendix F. Resource Database
Appendix G. INDOT Project Bundling Business Rules 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Advanced Project Bundling: A Reference for Getting Started document includes several appendices as noted on this slide that provide a wealth of additional information for starting and improving your project bundling efforts.The following slides highlight these appendices.
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Appendix A. Case Studies
 Bridging Kentucky – Statewide Bridge Bundling Program
 DelDOT I–95 Pavement and Bridge Bundle
 INDOT Project Bundling Program
 INDOT Pavement Project Bundle R-37841
 Iowa Competitive Highway Bridge Program (CHBP)
 Iowa Competitive Highway Bridge Program (CHBP) – Bridge 

Bundle #16 Scott and Jackson Counties
 City of Oakwood, Georgia, Multi-City Pavement Bundling
 Historic Hudson Valley Steel Truss Bridges, New York State
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Appendix A includes eight (8) case studies demonstrating statewide bundling programs, corridor bundling, local public agency bundling, and bundling for a variety of work types – bridges, historic structures, pavement, and multiple work types.Three of these are highlighted on the following slides.
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Bridging Kentucky – Statewide Bridge Bundling Program

 Goal to improve safety & mobility
 Multiple bundles
 Bundled by bridge type & location
 D-B-B and D-B delivery 

Source: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, used with permission

Project Website:  https://bridgingkentucky.com/bridges/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Like many States, Kentucky has struggled to keep up with needed maintenance and replacement of infrastructure due to limited revenues for transportation. Bridging Kentucky is a KYTC program to manage the rehabilitation or replacement of State, county, and municipal bridges throughout the Commonwealth. With a focus on improved safety and mobility, the Bridging Kentucky program team has evaluated more than 1,100 structures in all of Kentucky’s 120 counties and identified more than 1,000 bridges meeting the program’s criteria. KYTC is bundling bridges by location and project type. Most bundles are being bid as traditional D-B-B projects and are kept small with 2 to 13 bridges perKYTC is also replacing 106 bridges in a large D-B bundle. 

https://bridgingkentucky.com/bridges/
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Iowa Competitive Highway Bridge Program (CHBP)

Source: Iowa DOT
Project Website: https://iowadot.gov/local_systems/

 77 bridges with 50 different 
owners

 Iowa DOT took the lead for 
the program organizing the 
bundles and executing 
agreements with each LPA

 One LPA lead for each 
bundle
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Multiple Local Public Agency OwnersA coalition of stakeholder support was sought before applying for the CHBP funds. Iowa DOT Local Systems is leading the coordination of over 50 agencies. Stakeholder communication on a project level is being conducted by the LPA.Coordination among LPAs was imperative. Participants of each bundle decided among themselves who would be the lead contracting agency. QC for each bridge within the project fell to the LPA responsible for that bridge. Using Iowa DOT bridge standards helped with consistency in the program.

https://iowadot.gov/local_systems/
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City of Oakwood, Lula, and Clermont, Georgia
Multi-City Pavement Bundling

 Goal to reduce unit cost

 Utilize new treatments that were cost 
prohibitive for a single project

Source: Map data ©2021 Google
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Led by the City of Oakwood, Georgia. Goal was to create a larger program, to reduce unit cost, by partnering with other small municipalities to bundle road projects.Resulting increase in material quantities attracted a higher number of contractors to compete for the work, lowered costs, and allowed for expand methods of treatment.
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Appendix B. Project Groupings by Type in Transportation 
Improvement Programs
 Safety projects

e.g., shoulder improvements, traffic control devices, 
guardrails, pavement markings, lighting improvements

 Mass Transit projects
e.g., communication systems, passenger shelters

 Air Quality projects
e.g., bicycle & pedestrian facilities

 Other projects – Specific activities that do not involve or 
lead directly to construction
e.g., technical studies, landscaping, natural disaster repair
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A sound planning strategy for project bundling is to review a statewide transportation improvement program (STIP), transportation improvement program (TIP), or capital improvement plan for opportunities to combine individual projects into a bundle (reviewing an agency’s existing program for opportunities to bundle, as described in Chapter 1). For federally funded projects, 23 CFR 450.218(j) allows grouping of projects that are not of appropriate scale for individual identification in a given program year. They may be grouped by function, work type, and/or geographic area using the applicable classifications under 23 CFR 771.117(c) and (d) and/or 40 CFR part 93. Commonly known as the “c” and “d” lists, they include 43 cases in which projects are eligible for a categorical exclusion under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and, accordingly, may be grouped in the STIP. Examples of projects that may be grouped and represented as one line item in the STIP include pavement resurfacings, bridge rehabilitations, and safety improvements.-------FOR SPEAKER REFERENCE ONLY IF ASKED BY PARTICIPANTS:The following list is from 40 CFR § 93.126 - Exempt projects:Safety-	Railroad/highway crossing.-	Projects that correct, improve, or eliminate a hazardous location or feature.-	Safer non-Federal-aid system roads.-	Shoulder improvements.-	Increasing sight distance.-	Highway Safety Improvement Program implementation.-	Traffic control devices and operating assistance other than signalization projects.-	Railroad/highway crossing warning devices.-	Guardrails, median barriers, crash cushions.-	Pavement resurfacing and/or rehabilitation.-	Pavement marking.-	Emergency relief (23 U.S.C. 125) -	Fencing.-	Skid treatments.-	Safety roadside rest areas.-	Adding medians.-	Truck climbing lanes outside the urbanized area.-	Lighting improvements.-	Widening narrow pavements or reconstructing bridges (no additional travel lanes).-	Emergency truck pullovers.Mass Transit-	Operating assistance to transit agencies.-	Purchase of support vehicles.-	Rehabilitation of transit vehicles.-	Purchase of office, shop, and operating equipment for existing facilities.-	Purchase of operating equipment for vehicles (e.g., radios, fareboxes, lifts, etc.).-	Construction or renovation of power, signal, and communications systems.-	Construction of small passenger shelters and information kiosks.-	Reconstruction or renovation of transit buildings and structures (e.g., rail or bus buildings, storage and maintenance facilities, stations, terminals, and ancillary structures).-	Rehabilitation or reconstruction of track structures, track, and track bed in existing rights-of-way.-	Purchase of new buses and rail cars to replace existing vehicles or for minor expansions of the fleet.-	Construction of new bus or rail storage/maintenance facilities categorically excluded in 23 CFR part 771.Air Quality-	Continuation of ridesharing and van-pooling promotion activities at current levels.-	Bicycle and pedestrian facilities.Other – Specific activities that do not involve or lead directly to construction, such as:-	Planning and technical studies.-	Grants for training and research programs.-	Planning activities conducted pursuant to titles 23 and 49 U.S.C.-	Federal-aid systems revisions.-	Engineering to assess social, economic, and environmental effects of the proposed action or alternatives to that action.-	Noise attenuation.-	Emergency or hardship advance land acquisitions (23 CFR 710.503).-	Acquisition of scenic easements.-	Plantings, landscaping, etc.-	Sign removal.-	Directional and informational signs.-	Transportation enhancement activities (except rehabilitation and operation of historic transportation buildings, structures, or facilities).-	Repair of damage caused by natural disasters, civil unrest, or terrorist acts, except projects involving substantial functional, locational, or capacity changes
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Appendix C. Organizational Self-Assessment
Capability Level Criteria

Level Description EDC definition Definition applied specifically to bundling

1 Not Implementing The agency is not pursuing innovation anywhere and 
is not interested in pursuing innovation Project bundling is not considered.

2 Development Stage
The agency is collecting guidance and best practices, 
building support with partners and stakeholders, and 

developing an implementation process.

No formal policy, process or tools. Ad hoc 
approach to project bundling is applied when 

required.

3 Demonstration 
Stage The agency is testing and piloting the innovation

Basic project bundling process and tools are 
repeatedly used but not standardized. 

Approach varies from project to project.

4 Assessment Stage
The agency is assessing the performance of and 

process for carrying out the innovation and making 
adjustments to prepare for full deployment

Draft organizational standard process for 
developing project bundling strategy is 

documented. Supporting methods, tools, and 
staff training are being assessed.

5 Institutionalized The agency has adopted the innovation as a standard 
process or practice and regularly uses it on projects.

Organizational standard process for developing 
project bundling strategy is documented. 

Supporting methods, tools, and staff training 
are established and documented.

6 Optimized - not applicable -

Lessons learned and best practices are applied 
for continuous improvement. Performance 
metrics have been established to enable 

quantitative feedback.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.2 earlier in this presentationThe Agency Self-Assessment tool is designed for an agency to assess its current project bundling practices or program. It uses the organizational capability approach where capability is defined as the level to which an organization has institutionalized its policies, processes, and procedures documenting them so that they can be consistently applied across the agency.25 practices have been identified through case study analysis and agency feedback that indicate a mature organization with advance project bundling processes.This tool provides a structured format in which to conduct an organizational capability assessment workshop. The agency will relate its own practices to a set of effective practices that was developed from a national study of project bundling. Some of those may not directly apply to the agency and the tool will allow the agency to eliminate those from the assessment. However, it is recommended that a discussion of why a specific practice does not apply occur before dropping it from the analysis to ensure that there is a strong justification for doing so, such as lack of enabling legislation.
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Appendix D. Project Bundling Policy and Process Checklist

Policy Statement
 Agency policy statement
Processes
 Planning
 Programming
 Environmental
 Preliminary Design
 Final design
 Construction
 Close-out, lessons-learned
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Appendix D of the document is a project bundling policy and process checklist for agencies to identify action steps or improvements; each of the categories listed on this slide include on the checklist additional considerations or sub-topic; e.g.,, identification of bundles early in the planning process.------FOLLOWING FOR SPEAKER REFERENCE TO INDICATE WHAT ATIVITES ARE INCLUDED IN EACH PROCESS LISTE DIN THE TABLE:------Policy StatementAgency policy statementWhen to consider bundlingPriorityReasons why, goals to achieveOrganization ownershipWork typesProcessesPlanning processEarly bundle developmentIdentify fundingFinancing optionsWork typesGeographic boundariesPrograming processSTIP/TIPOutreachAlternative contracting method considerationsEnvironmental processProgrammatic permitsBundling applicationsOutreachRisk analysisPreliminary design processAlternative contracting method considerationsThird-party coordinationOutreachRisk analysisFinal design processBundling permitsRisk analysisWork zone controlConstruction processStaffing procedureRisk analysisClose-out, lessons-learnedFeedbackPerformance metricsPolicy and procedure improvements 
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Appendix E. Project Bundling Risk Management

EVALUATE
(qualitative & quantitative)

RESPOND

CONTROL
& MONITOR PLAN

Source: FHWA Bridge Bundling Guidebook

THREATS OPPORTUNITIES
Transfer Share
Avoid Exploit
Mitigate Enhance

Accept (Actively or Passively)
Source: FHWA Bridge Bundling Guidebook
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Risk is everything – risks must be identified, analyzed, assigned appropriately, mitigated.The risk management process is simple, and the effort necessary should be tailored to the scope, duration, and size of the project or program. The process is iterative: best practices indicate that regular updates to the initial risk assessment serve to identify additional risks (threats and opportunities) and allow for adjustment to the risks previously identified based on current information as the project progresses.One of the significant products resulting from a formal risk management process is the risk register. This is typically a spreadsheet that lists all the risks, their rankings, response strategies, and responsible parties for implementing the identified strategies. The risk register serves as an excellent communication tool for the team.
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Project Bundling Risk Categories
• Environmental risks
• Third-party risks
• Utility, right-of-way, and real estate risks
• Organizational risks
• External risks
• Geotechnical and hazmat risks
• Design risks
• Procurement risks
• Construction risks
• Operations and maintenance risks
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Appendix E includes a common set of risk categories show on this slide.For each category, the appendix includes both threats and opportunities and for each a list of potential responses to consider.For example, under construction risks the Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program is show as a potential threat and opportunity.Potential responses include educating stakeholders, outreach activities, and setting appropriate project or location-specific goals.
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Appendix F. Additional Resources – Resource Database

PROJECT BUNDLING CASE STUDIES
ID# Lead Agency Publication Project Description Work Type

003 Delaware DOT Project Bundling Quick 
Start Reference

Rehabilitation of I-95 from I-495 to North of the 
Brandywine River Bridge Project includes the 
rehabilitation of 17 bridges and 3.5 centerline miles of 
interstate highway.

Bridges.
Pavement.

004 Erie County, NY Bridge Bundling 
Guidebook

Erie County uses a series of bridge bundling contracts to 
address preventative maintenance issues. The bridges 
ar bundled primarily by work type. Location is also a 
consideration. There are four types of bundled 
maintenance contracts: steel repair contracts, deck 
repair contracts, bridge washing contracts, and deck 
sealing contracts.

Bridge preservation.
Bridge maintenance.

Source: FHWA
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As part of its Every Day Counts round five (EDC-5) project bundling innovation initiative, FHWA has prepared a database of resources to assist agencies in improving their project bundling practices. The database captures project bundling-related information, including “how, why, and by what means,” to assist agencies and others in developing bundled projects and project bundling programs and initiatives. It is divided into five categories: case studies, programs, contracts, references, and research - Contracts - The contracts component provides a summary of actual project bundling contracts with links to contract documents.Programs -The program component provides a summary of agencies that have project bundling programs or initiatives and links to their websites.References - The reference component includes project bundling-related advice and lessons learned from FHWA, State departments of transportation, local agencies, and others.Research - The research component provides a summary of project bundling-related academic and agency-sponsored research.How to Use - Tabs can be searched by key words and sorted by columns or by project bundling practice. (The 25 practices are defined in FHWA’s Project Bundling Self-Assessment tool. The Reference tab provides a link to the tool.) This database is available at https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ipd/alternative_project_delivery/defined/bundled_facilities/  
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Appendix G. Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) 
Project Bundling Business Rules 

Project Technical Scores

Project Technical Scores

Project Technical Scores

Project Technical Scores

Weighted Average 
Technical Score 

for Bundle

Bundle Efficiency 
Sub-Factor 

Ratings

Bundle Efficiency 
Score

Final Bundle 
Score

Source Indiana Department of Transportation, used with permission.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) has published document that contains a set of draft business rules for bundling more strategically during early project programming. The document is included in Appendix G with INDOT’s permission. This image from the INDOT document demonstrates a scoring process utilized to identify bundles. For more information on how this is used, see Appendix G!
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INDOT Project Bundling Business Rules – Efficiency Factors 

List of Efficiency Sub-Factors by Bundle Type
Bridge Portfolio Bundle Road Portfolio Bundle Corridor Bundle
Homogeneity of bridge types Homogeneity of pavement types Bundle composition
Homogeneity of work types Homogeneity of work types Geographic concentration
Size of bundle Size of bundle Similarity of site conditions
Geographic concentration Geographic concentration Flexibility of contracting in 

scheduling / sequencing
Similarity of site conditions Similarity of site conditions Cost effectiveness of MOT
Flexibility of contracting in 
scheduling / sequencing

Flexibility of contracting in 
scheduling / sequencing

Reduced user impact

Cost effectiveness of MOT Cost effectiveness of MOT
Reduced user impact Reduced user impact

Source Indiana Department of Transportation, used with permission.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From INDOT’s business rules, they have calculated a  Bundle Efficiency factor for each project bundle.The bundle type will determine the sub-factors that are scored to estimate value creation. These sub-factors are listed in this table.They note, for each of the sub-factors, a simple rating system of “High”, “Medium”, or “Low/Neutral” (and in some instances “N/A”, “Negative Medium”, or “Negative High”) is used to assess the particular bundle’s attributes. Furthermore, while the sub-factors are scored individually, the synergies between or among sub-factors should also be taken into account when scoring. 
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INDOT Project Bundling Business Rules –
Call For Project (CFP) Process

Review, Select, Score, 
and Submit Capital 
Project Candidates

Identify and score 
bundles using the 

Bundle Rating 
Worksheet

Evaluate 
Individual Projects

Project candidate 
data via SPMS

Review Rating 
Worksheets and 

enter bundles 
and scores in 

CFP Tool

Proposed 
bundles via 

Bundle Rating 
Worksheets

Revised Technical 
Scores via SPMS

Review Consolidated 
List of 

Projects/Bundles in 
CFP Tool Against 

Funding Constraints

Consolidated 
project/bundle

list via CFP 
Tool

Are All 
Bundles 
Funded?

Funding Program 
Recommendation

Yes

Eliminate 
Unfunded 

Bundles and 
Re-Prioritize 

List

No
Districts

Asset Teams

Bundling Task 
Force

PMG

Responsible Party:

Source Indiana Department of Transportation, used with permission.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CFP = Call for Project dTIMS = Deighton Total Infrastructure Management SystemPMG = Project Management Group SPMS = Scheduling Project Management System-----This flow chart shows INDOT modified Call for Project process to include bundling.The process for the Districts starts the same as the prior CFP process, except that the Districts will receive a list of potential projects for programing consideration from PMG at the start of the Call. This list of projects will be based on data from dTIMs. The Districts will consider these and other projects for programing and then submit their projects into SPMS. Once the Districts submit their individual projects into the Call, there will be a second step whereby the Districts and the Bundling Task Force will evaluate projects for potential bundling. The Districts will complete and submit to the Bundling Task Force a Bundle Rating Worksheet for each proposed Portfolio or Corridor Bundle within their district.
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Questions?
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Advanced Project Bundling
For additional information, please contact:
Matt Corrigan
FHWA Office of Research
(202) 493-3365
Matthew.Corrigan@dot.gov

David Unkefer
FHWA Resource Center
(404) 764-7498
David.Unkefer@dot.gov
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Advanced Project Bundling
For additional information, please contact:
Matt Corrigan
FHWA Office of Research
(202) 493-3365
Matthew.Corrigan@dot.gov

David Unkefer
FHWA Resource Center
(404) 764-7498
David.Unkefer@dot.gov
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